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NOTES AND ABSTRACTS
ANTHROPOLOGY-PSYCHOLOGY-LEGAL-MEDICINE
Psychoanalysis of the Radical Type.-For some time I have been
interested in the ever-increasing group of cases whom I have termed "86 per-
centers." It is a group of boys and girls with an intelligence quotient of from
83 to 88 per cent, who test too high to be classified as borderline cases and not
high enough to be regarded as having normal intelligence. They are dull; and
their dullness exhibits itself most obviously in their lack of good judgment.
This girl was brought into the Juvenile Detention Home, where our office
is located, at the request of her mother, who complained that Mary was staying
out late nights, attending radical meetings, and had become incorrigible, and
the mother was unable to control her. Her case is an interesting one for many
reasons. She is only one of a great mass of young people who are attracted
to various radical, economic or religious movements in order to have a chance
to express themselves. It is quite conceivable that the 86 percenters in these
organizations are the ones who are in a large measure responsible for some
of the extremist methods which are so often employed, and which exhibit
such an obvious lack of judgment and foresight It would be interesting to
discover the percentage of these dull types in these organizations and societies
and the effect on them of brilliant leadership, altruistic ideals and general
criticism of society.
The other cases of this group vary greatly in their delinquencies and
social reactions, but at the basis of it is the mental limitation.
Chronological age, 18 or 19. Mental, 13 years 2 months. Intelligence
quotient, 83 plus. Classification: rather dull, normal.
Mary is a personally unattractive girl who has felt the thrill of recognition
in certain radical groups, where she was found to possess a great deal of
energy, and hence put on committees and made to feel as if she really were
someone quite important. Being a young, emotional and ambitious girl, she
has been caught in the whirlwind of radicalism, incited by what she.believes to
be the brilliance of the leaders, impressed by the injustice done to the working
people, and fascinated by phrases, words, ideals and propaganda which she
has heard. Not being clever or brilliant herself, she has caught up these
phrases and uses them without very deep reflection as to their content. She
began to feel as if the whole radical movement was dependent upon her com-
mittee meetings, etc., and rushed here and there to lectures, meetings, cam-
paigning, and engaging in all sorts of routine propaganda work. She has very
little initiative or originality, and hence does very well as a tool.
Her reasoning is illogical and certainly not consecutive. Her judgment is
rather poor. She lacks analytical ability and self-insight. She is ambitious
to do something. In 'the work-a-day world she earns $12.00 a week as a
filing clerk. Certainly there was no room for her ambition to be stimulated
there. At home she is one of a very large family, next to the youngest, with
older married brothers and sisters who want to dictate about her conduct
She has begun to have a taste of independence and personal revolt against all
institutions, including her family, and it is not surprising that her mother has
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found her incorrigible. She feels that an injustice has been done to her at
home and that they do not understand her, nor are they at all sympathetic
toward her ideas. Her idea of radical principles is certainly very limited.
She has memorized a few definitions, but attaches almost equal importance to
insignificant things. Some of the definitions which she gave are rather inter-
esting. Rather than say that she does not know a thing she will make a very
wide ggess.
"Puddle is a pan used for cooking."
"Tolerate means to destroy."
"War is a curse."
"Hysterics has something to do with history."
When she does not know what a word means she tries to cover up her
ignorance by long-sounding words. When asked to make four triangles out of
one, she says she has never had square root, algebra or geometry.
Gives the difference between "evolution" and "revolution" very well,
having been coached in this at her radical meetings. "Revolution is a sudden,
immediate change by force." "Evolution is a gradual change." "Laziness is a
disease; idleness is a manufactured habit." "Character is one's natural in-
stinct; reputation is the way he is known."
She gives as fundamentals of the Socialist platform "Collective ownership
of public utilities," that the Socialists do not believe in charity. Under a
Socialist regime she says there will be no policemen, lawyers or professional
people of any kind. Later she admits that she is rather confused on this
point and that probably that is part of the I. W. W. propaganda. She thrilled
at the name of many of the well-known radicals. She is the type who would
worship at the shrine of a hero, drink in his every word and then try to
repeat it in a hodge-podge of phrases and mixed ideas.
The principal trouble with Mary is that her foundation is exceedingly
shaky. She has had a grammar school education, but can hardly do fifth
grade arithmetic; her mind is untrained to grapple with the economic problems
in which she is interesting herself. As a result, she makes silly statements
and behaves in a rather bravado manner, enjoying somewhat to play with the
idea that in being in the Juvenile Home she is more or less a martyr to her
cause. She is amenable, however, to reasoning. She states that she believes
now that the important thing to do is to get an education; she fully realizes
that she can do very little for the movement until she becomes more intelligent
and says she is perfectly willing to take the advice of the court and do what-
ever they think best.
She is responsive to interest and sympathy, and it would not be a very
difficult matter to steer her from what may prove to be a rather dangerous
course into being a useful young woman. She will never be a leader, because
she has not the innate ability, but she would be a faithful and energetic
worker for any cause to which she might be won.-Sadie R. Myers, Ass't. Di-
rector, Juvenile Psychopathic Institute, Chicago.
The Feeble-Minded in a Rural County of Ohio.-The Ohio Board of
Administration is issuing a very valuable set of bulletins which are not merely
reports on the management of institutions, but scientific studies of conditions
in the state that hive to be met by those who are working for public welfare.
STATE POLICE
We have in hand Publication No. 12 of the Board of Administration, other-
wise designated as Bulletin No. 6 of the Bureau of Juvenile Research. It is
a survey of a rural Ohio county made by Mina A. Sessions, Field Worker for
the Bureau of Juvenile Research. It aims at an accurate estimate of the
number of feeble-minded in the county and therefore gives the.worker and
student a notion of the nature of the people with whom welfare workers
have to contend. Following are the main points of the Survey:
1. The county chosen for the Survey is in the hilly section at the south-
eastern part of the state, bordering the Ohio River.
2. On February 15, 1916, there were 253 persons in the various state insti-
tutions from the county studied. Of this number under state control, 16%
were known to be feeble-minded, but less than 8% were inmates of the Insti-
tution for the Feeble-Minded.
3. It was estimated that 47% of the Infirmary population was dependent
because of feeble-mindedness. Only 35% was dependent because of infirmity
due to old age or illness.
4. There was proportionately five times as much feeble-mindedness among
the dependent children in the Children's Home as among the public school
children of the county.
5. Two district schools were found, in each of which more than 40%
of the children were feeble-minded.
6. The proportion of males to females among the feeble-minded was
as 3 to 2.
7. The majority of the feeble-minded were descended from pioneer stock.
8. The percentage of feeble-minded at large in the rural districts was
double the percentage in the urban districts.
9. Nearly half of the feeble-minded at large were being partially sup-
ported by the public.
10. Seventy-eight feeble-minded persons, or 13.5% of the total feeble-
minded population of the county, belonged to one family strain, which has
been called the Hickory family.
11. Four other families contributed 48 feeble-minded persons or 8.3%
of the total feeble-minded population of the tounty.
12. Approximately 1% of the total population of the county was found to
be feeble-minded. It is believed that this percentage would not apply to the
whole state. Other surveys should be made of other representative parts of
Ohio.-R. H. G.
COURTS-LAWS
To Provide a Department of State Police in Illinois (H. B. No. 38, 1919).
-ScTIoN 1. Be it enacted by the People of the State of Illinois, represented
in the General Assembly: That a Department of State Police is hereby created,
the executive and administrative head of which shall be a superintendent who
shall be appointed by the governor by and. with the advice and consent of the
Senate for a term of four years and until his successor is appointed and quali-
fied, and who shall receive an annual salary of $5,000.00 and shall be removable
by the governor after charges have been preferred and a hearing granted. The
superintendent shall, before entering upon the duties of his office, file in the
office of the secretary of state a bond to the people of the state of Illinois, in
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the sum of $20,000.00, with a surety or sureties to be approved by the governor,
conditioned on the faithful performance of his duties. Suitable offices for the
Department of State Police shall be provided by the state in the Capitol at
Springfield. If the Senate is not in session at the time this act takes effect, the
governor shall make a temporary appointment as in case of a vacancy.
SEC. 2. The superintendent may appoint a deputy at an annual salary of
$3,000.00, a clerk who shall be a competent bookkeeper, at a salary of $1,500.00
per annum, and a stenographer at a salary of $1,200.00 per annum.
SEc. 3. The state police force shall consist of four troops, each composed
of one captain at an annual salary of $2,100.00, one lieutenant at an annual
salary of $1,800.00, one first sergeant at an annual salary of $1,500.00, four ser-
geants at an annual salary of $1,400.00 each, eight corporals at annual salaries
of $1,200.00 each, sixty-five privates at annual salaries of $1,080.00 each. The
members of the state police force shall receive an increase of $60.00 per annum
during continuous service after two years and an additional increase of $60.00
per annum during continuous service after four years. The members of the
state police force shall be appointed by the superintendent and may be removed
by him after a hearing. No person shall be appointed to the state police force
unless he shall be a citizen of the United States between the ages of twenty-one
and forty years, able to ride, of sound constitution and good moral character,
nor until he shall have passed a physical and mental examination based upon
standards provided by the rules and regulations of the superintendent. Appoint-
ment and re-appointment to the force shall be for a term of two years. Volun-
tary withdrawal from the force during such term without the consent of the
superintendent shall be a misdemeanor. Re-appointment shall be made by the
superintendent in his discretion, but no member removed from the force shall
be eligible to re-appointment. The superintendent shall make rules and regula-
tions, subject to approval by the governor, for the discipline and control of the
force, and for the examination and qualification of applicants for appointment
thereto.
SEC. 4. The superintendent shall provide the state police force, within the
amount of appropriations therefor, with horses, vehicles, uniforms and suitable
equipment and supplies, all of which shall remain the property of the state; and
he shall have power to sell the same when they become unfit for use, and all
moneys received therefor he shall pay into the state treasury.
SEc. 5. The superintendent shall, from time to time, establish headquarters
or sub-stations in such localities as he shall deem most suitable for the efficient
performance of police duty in the rural portions of the state, and for that pur-
pose he may, with the consent of the governor, acquire the use of lands and
buildings for the accommodation of the members of the force, their equipment
and horses. %
SEC. 6. It shall be the duty of the state police to prevent and detect crime
and apprehend criminals. They shall also be subject to the call of the governor
and are empowered to co-operate with any other department of the state or with
local authorities. They shall have -power to arrest, without a warrant, any
person* committing or attempting to commit, within their presence or view, a
breach of the peace or other violation of law, to serve and execute warrants of
arrest or search, issued by proper authority, and to exercise all other powers of
peace officers of the State of Illinois. But they shall not exercise their powers
within the limits of any city or other village to suppress rioting or disorder,
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except by direction of the governor, or upon the request of the mayor of the city
or president of the village, with the approval of the governor.
Ideal Anti-Loan Shark Statute.-
Those who have in charge anti-loan shark legislation in any state cannot
be urged too strongly against making substantial corrections or alterations in the
act. Good intentions will not make effective legislation intended to be remedial
unless it is based upon sound economic laws.
The provisions of "The Ideal Anti-Loan Shark" Statute are constitutional,
economically sound and remedial to the borrowing public, while fair to legitimate
money-lenders.
Neither the licensing and supervision of the state banking department, nor
the loan rate; the amount and conditions of the bond to the state, nor other
principal provisions should be altered. All other sections and sub-sections of
the draft of the act is essential to round out and complete the bill, so as to
insure protection of the public and establishment of legitimate competition
between money-lenders, thereby lowering the rate which borrowers are required
to pay for small loan accommodations.
If further instructions, or special information is desired by any interested
in anti-loan shark legislation with a view to legalizing, standardizing, dignifying
and regulating the business under laws fair both to borrowers and lenders, they.
are requested to communicate with the undersigned bureau. It is especially
devoted to reform anti-loan shark legislation. Correspondence is invited.
The "Ideal Anti-Loan Shark Statute" is a revision and extension of the
regulations of the Uniform Small Loan Law. The difference between it and
the Maryland Act can readily be- compared with the aid of the cross index
references in this work, to which the student is referred.
Several sections and sub-sections of the Ideal Anti-Loan Shark Statute are
not contained in the other draft known as the Uniform Small Loan Law, as
follows:
Section 1(a), 1(b) ; section4(a) ; section 5(a) ; section 6; section 8; section 9;
section 10; section 12(a), 12(b); section 13; section 14; section 15, 15(a);
section 19(b); section 20(a); section 23, 23(a); section 25; section 26; section
27(a), 27(b); section 29, 29(a) ; section 30; section 32(a) ; section 34, 34(a),
34(b) ; section 35 and 35(a).
The statute follows:
An act to regulate the business of making small loans, by means of requir-
ing money-lenders to furnish bond and obtain a license, who charge a rate of
interest, compensation, fees and expenses amounting to more than the general
legal or contract interest rate of this state, for loans to any person of not
exceeding three hundred ($300) dollars; by prescribing the maximum charges
for loans which licensees and others may contract for or receive and the manner
and terms upon which licensees shall conduct business; by providing repayment
in weekly or monthly installments; by regulating chattel mortgages and assign-
ments of part of salaries, wages, or other compensation for services, earned or
to be earned by borrowers, as security to licensees; by restricting the security
or collateral to be taken by licensees; by prohibiting false or deceptive adver-
tisements or circulars concerning small loans; by fixing penalties and forfeitures
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for violation of certain provisions of this act and suspension of license; by
prescribing certain duties of the ............... * .............................. I
in respect to licensees and review of his findings by certain courts of law having
appellate jurisdiction; by directing the attorney general to prosecute alleged
violations; by appropriating the license fees; by providing for regulation of
pawnbrokers licensed by municipalities; by providing that premises occupied by
unlicensed money-lenders shall be a disorderly house and public nuisance and
for vacation of such premises; by repealing chapter ..................... of the
acts of 191..., entitled ......................................................
and all other acts and parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions of this act.
PREAMBLE
Whereas, There is and has long been conducted in this state an extensive
business of making small loans to persons in need of funds to meet immediate
necessities, of little financial responsibility and unable to furnish indorsements
or securities acceptable to banks and financial institutions;
And Whereas, The conduct of such loan business has long been a cause
of general complaint and of much hardship and injustice to poor borrowers,
and there is no existing legal regulation of the business of making small loans
that has proved effective for the protection of such borrowers and for the
punishment of usurious money-lenders, and the suppression of extortionate
practices:
And Whereas, It is recognized that the business of lending small sums of
money, repayable in weekly or monthly installments, unsecured or upon unsub-
stantial security, does exist and will persist through public necessity for such
loan service and that there exists a legitimate need for a law which will enable
such loans to be obtained and the lenders to be licensed and supervised under
proper restrictions and regulations;
And Whereas, It is desired to suppress the "loan shark" evil, by authorizing
and regulating the conduct of the business of making small loans, upon fair and
lawful terms, thereby inducing reputable money-lenders to obtain state licenses,
Therefore, This remedial act in exercise of the police power of the state
to promote the public welfare by giving relief to needy borrowers and by
regulating the business of making loans of the classification defined, which
demands appropriate legislation, based upon a necessity springing from distinct
differences from other classes of money-lenders and loans.
PART I
Section 1. (What small loan business regulated: license required to engage
in.) Be it enacted by the .....................................................
It shall be unlawful, without first having obtained a license as provided in this
act, for any money-lender to engage, or continue, in the business of making
small loans, at a charge therefor of interest, compensation, fees and expenses
amounting to more than the general legal or contract interest rate of this state,
whether such loan charges are made directly or indirectly, or by any device or
pretense of charging any person for services as principal, agent, broker, or other-
wise, for any small loans, or for becoming surety, guarantor, or indorser
therefor.
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(a). (What indirect transactions shall be subject to act.) When an appli-
cation for a loan is made within the state, and the money is advanced directly
or indirectly, without said state in consequence of such application, such trans-
action shall be deemed a loan made within the state, and all the parties within
or coming within said state aiding in making it shall be subject to the provisions
of this act. Any person, directly or indirectly engaged in the business of
negotiating, arranging, or aiding the borrower or lender in procuring or mak-
ing small loans, whether such loans are actually made by such person, or by
other persons, shall be deemed to be engaged in the business of making small
loans, and shall be subject to the provisions of this act.
(b). (Definitions of terms employed in this act.) The terms "licensing
official," when used in this act, means the .....................................
of this state.
The term "small loan," when used in this act, means a loan of money, or
other valuable thing, .not exceeding three hundred dollars ($300) to any person,
which sum shall relate to any transaction whereby any person becomes surety,
guarantor or indorser for any person, in a sum of not exceeding three hundred
dollars ($300) or the value thereof.
The term "money-lender" when used in this act, means any person, directly
or indirectly engaged, or seeking to engage, or continuing, in the business of
making small loans, who or which customarily charge more than the general
legal or contract interest rate of this state, whether such money-lender is
licensed under this act, or otherwise.
The term "charge," or "charges," when used in this act, means the unit
rate to be charged or contracted for a small loan by any licensee under this
act, or by any person not licensed under this act, which term shall include the
rate or sum charged contracted for, or received, in the aggregate for (1) inter-
est, or compensation for the use or forbearance of money, or thing of value, (2)
reimbursement of expenses, approximately, incurred or expended in the service
and accommodation of borrowers, such as preparing their applications for
loans, investigating the employment and responsibility of applicants, appraising
property offered as security, searching public records for liens and encum-
brances, or otherwise verifying any application for a loan, accepting repayment
in weekly, monthly or other installments of principal, with interest; and (3)
an indemnity contribution to a fund for offsetting any losses sustained from
non-payment of loans, or insufficient security.
The term "person" when used .in this act, means any natural person, part-
nership, voluntary association, incorporated society, joint stock company, or
corporation.
Section 2. (Application for license; particulars required; amount license
fee.) Application for such license shall be in writing and shall contain the full
name and address, both of the residence and place of business, of the applicant
and if the applicant is a partnership or voluntary association, of every member
thereof, or if an incorporated society, joint stock company, or corporation, then
the name of each officer thereof, also the county and municipality, with street
and number, if any, where the business is to be conducted. Every such appli-
cant, at the time of making such application, shall pay the sum of fifty dollars
($50) as an annual license fee, which shall be in full payment of all occupational
privilege taxes or license fees that may be levied or assessed by any authority
existing under the constitution or laws of this state. Said license fee shall
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include any expense of examination under the administration of this act; pro-
vided, that if the license is issued for a period of less than twelve months the
license fee shall be pro-rated according to the number of months that said
license shall run; provided further that nothing herein shall prevent any real
or personal property of any licensed money-lender from being subject to taxa-
tion for state, county and municipal purposes.
Section 3. (Bond to state and surety required; $1,000; penalty conditions;
official approval.) The applicant shall also, at the same time, -file with the
licensing official a bond in which the applicant shall be the obligor, in the sum
of one thousand ($1,000) dollars, with one or more sufficient sureties to be
approved by said licensing official which bond shall run to the state of.......
for the use of the state and of any person who may have a cause of action
against the obligor of said bond under the provisions of this act. Such bond
shall be conditioned for the faithful observance, by the licensed money-lender,
of the duties and charges pertaining to the loan business so licensed and the
prompt payment of any judgment recovered against him, them or it, for which
any licensee may be liable, under the provisions of this act. No surety on any
such bond shall be held liable to satisfy judgments obtained during any license
year, to any amount or sum in excess of the maximum penalty of the bond;
but every licensed money-lender, as principal of any bond shall be subject to
the payment of any or all judgments against him or them, obtained for viola-
tions of this act.
Section 4. (When license shall issue; by whom issued; when expires; not
assignable.) Upon the filing of such application and the approval of said bond
and the payment of said license fee a money-lender's license shall be issued to
the applicant to make loans in accordance with the provision of this act, for a
period which shall expire the first day of .............. next following the date
of its issuance. Such license shall not be assignable.
(a). (Annual renewal of license, upon refiling bond, or renewal receipt.)
It shall be unlawful for any licensed money-lender to continue in the loan busi-
ness described in section one (1), after the expiration of his or their license
and bond to the state, as required by this act, unless, before expiration thereof,
said surety bond is renewed and refiled; or, if such surety is furnished by any
corporation, licensed under the insurance laws of this state, an annual renewal
receipt, or continuation certificate may be refiled; otherwise such licensed money-
lender shall forthwith cease the business of making such loans. A new applica-
tion shall not be required for the consecutive annual renewal of any license.
Section 5. (Additional bond may be required of licensee; failure to furnish.)
If the surety shall be a corporation and its license to conduct a fidelity or surety
business, under the insurance laws of this state, shall be terminated, cancelled
or withdrawn; or if in the opinion of the licensing official the bond shall at any
time appear to be insecure, exhausted, or otherwise doubtful, an additional
bond in the sum of one thousand dollars ($1,000), as required by section three
(3) shall be filed within ten days after notice is delivered to the licensed money-
lender. Upon failure of the obligor to file such additional bond, the license
shall be suspended as provided in section twelve (12).
(a). (Additional bond required when surety liable for penal sum of exist-
ing license bond.) In like manner an additional bond shall be required in event
that the surety on any bond shall have become liable by reason of payments
made, or judgments obtained, against them amounting to the penal sum thereof,
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for liability upon such bond under section three (3) for violation of this act.
Section 6. (Restricting use of words "provident" and "remedial.") No
license shall be issued to any person or partnership or voluntary associations
doing business under a trade name which shall include the words "Provident"
or "Remedial"; nor shall any license be issued to any corporation having as
part of its title the words "Provident" or "Remedial," unless such corporation
is a domestic corporation and shall file with its application for license a duly
authenticated copy of a resolution of the directors and also a confirming reso-
lution of the stockholders of such corporation, or a copy of its certificate of
incorporation, or an amendment thereto, providing that such corporation shall
not declare or pay dividends to its stockholders in excess of seven per centum
(7%) upon the book value thereof, in any year.
Section 7. (Licensed pawnbrokers, banking institutions, bankers, or build-
ing and loan associations not required to obtain license to make loans at their
usal lawful charges.) A state license shall not be required under this act, by
licensed pawnbrokers, banking institutions, trust companies, private bankers, or
building and loan associations to make loans at rates of interest, discount or
other charges if not in excess of what they are authorized to make by general
or special laws applicable to them.
Section 8. (License fees appropriated; how disbursed; official report to
state treasury.) All license fees herein provided for shall be collected by the
licensing official and shall be turned into the state treasury. The licensing
official shall have full power to employ such examiners or clerks to assist the
licensing official as may from time to time be deemed necessary and fix their
compensation, and all salaries and expenses necessarily incurred in the admin-
istration of this act shall be paid out of license fees collected and turned into
the state treasury under the provisions of this act, upon the presentation of
itemized vouchers, duly verified, and having the approval of said licensing
official. The licensing official shall issue his warrant on the state treasurer for
such salaries and expenses, and the state treasurer shall pay the same out of
said fees, and for that purpose the said fees are hereby appropriated for use
during each fiscal year.
Section 9. (Annual report of licensed money-lenders to licensing official;
official investigation of books upon failure to file; fees and expense.) Every
money-lender licensed under this act shall, during the month of November in
each year, file with the licensing official an annual report, upon a form to be
prescribed by him, from time to time, reporting the fact and figures requisite
to enable the licensing official to make his annual report, as provided in the
following section. In event of the neglect or refusal of any licensee to make,
sign and deliver an annual report to the licensing official, as herein provided, the
licensing official shall cause an examination of the books, papers and securities
of such licensee to be made forthwith by a deputy or examiner, so as to obtain
and verify the report herein required. Said report shall be signed by the man-
ager in charge of the loan office of such licensee, and upon failure to so make
and sign same, the licensing official shall be authorized to proceed against said
licensee under section twelve (12) for violation of this act. Provided that
upon the neglect or refusal of any licensee to make, sign and deliver an annual
report as herein required, such licensee shall be chargeable with the traveling
expenses and a per diem of twelve (12) dollars per day for said deputy or ex-
aminer, while engaged in travel to and from and during such examination, and
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the license bond of every such licensee shall be liable therefor, in event of the
failure of such licensee to pay such fees and expenses promptly to the licensing
official.
Section 10. (Annual report of licensing official to governor; what to con-
tain.) The licensing official shall, in his annual report, include a summary of
the division of srmall loans, which shall include the following information based
upon the records of his office and compiled from reports of licensees to him,
as follows: (1) A list of the names and addresses of the money-lenders licensed
under this act; (2) the total aggregate capital employed by such licensees; (3)
the total aggregate number and amount of small loans made by all licensees
during the year; (4) the number of license bonds sued upon for alleged viola-
tion of this act during the year, if any; (5) the number of attachments against
salary or wages of borrowers during the year sued out by licensees; (6) the
number of chattel mortgages foreclosed or property sold by licensees during
the year; (7) the number of charges, if any, preferred during the year against
licensees, and the number of which were officially investigated and found sus-
tained, if any; (8) a list of licenses, if any, suspended, or revoked during the
year with summary of reasons therefor.
PART II
Section 11. (Official supervision; right to investigate loans and business;
right to enter offices and examine books, etc.) Licensed money-lenders shall
be under the supervision of the licensing official, who for the purpose of dis-
covering violations of this act, may personally, or by a deputy or examiner,
investigate the loans and business of every money-lender and of every other
person, by whom; or for which any such small loans shall be made, whether
such person shall act, or claim to act as principal, agent, or broker, whether
under or without the authority of this 'act; and for that purpose such official
shall have the right to enter and remain in any small loan office, on any busi-
ness day a.nd shall have free access to the books, papers, records, cards, securi-
ties, desks, cabinets, safes and vaults-of all money-lenders, whether licensed or
otherwise.
Section 12. (Complaint of violation of act; notice of charges; evidence
and witnesses; official hearing and finding; suspension of license.) The licens-
ing official shall notify every licensed money-lender of any charge of violating
this act which is being considered, also of the nature of any documentary evi-
dence and the names of the witnesses who complain and shall give at least five
(5) days' notice of the time and place fixed for hearing such complaint. The
licensed money-lender may also submit a list of witnesses desired to appear
in his defense and they shall be officially notified to attend such hearing. Hear-
ings may be adjourned from time to time. The licensing official shall have
authority to administer an oath to each witness, or take an affirmation, in due
form, and examine him in respect to his knowledge of any alleged violation of
this act by, or in behalf of, the licensee. If the licensing official shall ascertain
and determine the fact that any licensed money-lender has knowingly violated
any provision of this act, the licensing official shall suspend such license, and
shall serve upon such licensed money-lender a .copy of his finding and the
reasons therefor; whereupon authority of such licensee to make small loans
under this act shall be revoked during the period of such official suspension.
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(a). (Concerning coiiipulsory testimony; books. papers, etc., at hearings.)
No natural person shall be excused from attending and testifying or from pro-
ducing books, papers, mortgages, assignments, applications and documents before
the licensing official, or in obedience to the notice or order of the licensing
official, or in any cause or court proceeding, criminal or otherwise, based upon
or growing out of any alleged violation of this act, on the ground or for the
reason that the testimony or evidence, documentary or otherwise, required of
him, may tend to criminate him, or subject him to a penalty or forfeiture. But
no natural person shall be prosecuted or subjected to any penalty or forfeiture
for or on account of any transaction, matter or thing, concerning which he may
testify, produce evidence, documentary or otherwise, before said licensing official,
or in obedience to his order, or in any such hearing or proceeding; provided,
that no natural person so testifying shall be exempt from prosecution and
punishment for perjury committed in so testifying.
(b). (Failure to testify; jimunity of witnesses; punishment.) Any natural
person who shall neglect or refuse to attend or testify or to answer any lawful
inquiry or to produce books, papers, mortgages, assignments, applications or
other documents, if in his power to do so, in obedience to the order or lawful
requirement of the licensing official, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof by a court of competent criminal jurisdiction, shall .be pun-
ished in the discretion of the court.
Section 13. (Petition to court for review of official findings.) A petition
may be filed in any court of law having appellate jurisdiction of civil causes and
sitting within the county where such alleged offense was committed, for a review
of such official findings of fact, suspension or suspension of license, if filed
within thirty (30) days thereafter, upon filing a copy of such official finding, or
suspension of license. Upon reviewing such findings, a decision shall be ren-
dered by the court, as to whether the evidence sustains the official findings as
to fact and law; whether the licensing official has exercised his authority ac-
cording to law; and whether any constitutional rights of the complaining party
have been invaded. Pending" such court review the order appealed from shall
be stayed.
Section 14. (Attorney general to prosecute alleged violations.) In all com-
plaints of any alleged violation of this act by any licensed money-lender under
this section, before the licensing official or upon review of his order or sus-
pension of license before any court, it shall be the duty of the attorney general
of this state, in person or by an assistant, to appear in said proceedings and at
such hearing or hearings, to represent the state to the end that the regulations
and restrictions of this act shall be observed and enforced.
Section 15. (Local licensing officials to promulgate pawnbroking regula-
tions, subject to approval of licensing official.) Every clerk, official or body of
any municipality or county of this state, authorized to issue licenses to persons
to engage in the business of pawnbroking, under chapter .................... of
the liws of 19...., shall, from time to time, establish and promulgate admin-
istrative rules for the regulation of such pawn loan business as to all loans, not
exceeding three hundred dollars ($300), for the better protection of the public,
but not contrary to law; which regulations, before they shall be promulgated or
become effective, shall be to the satisfaction of the licensing official named in
this act, and subject to his written approval thereof.
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(a). (Local police officers may inspect any pledge to aid in locating lost
or stolen property.) Any police officer of any municipality in this state, for the
purpose of locating any personal property, sought to be recovered as lost or
stolen, shall have authority, during business hours, to inspect any personal
property pledged to any licensed lender, as collateral, and all papers and obliga-
tions taken in connection therewith.
PART III
Section 16. (Restrictions of trade name; one place of business under each
license.) It shall be unlawful for any licensed money-lender to transact the
small loan business provided for by this act, under any other name, or at any
other address than that named in the license; and such licensed money-lender
shall maintain an office at said address and display the licensee's name and
number on the outer office door. Not more than one place of business shall be
maintained under the same license; but more than one license may be issued to
and obtained by the same money-lender upon the paying for each additional
license and filing a satisfactory bond.
Section 17. (License to be posted; how and where.) The license shall be
kept conspicuously posted in the place of business of the money-lender desig-
nated in the license.
Section 18. (Changing place of business; official indorsement on license.)
Whenever any licensed money-lender shall change the address where he con-
ducts the small loan business, he shall at once give written notice thereof to
the licensing official who shall indorse on said license such change of address
and' date thereof.
Section 19. (Books and records; how to be kept; how long to be preserved;
approval of forms.) Every licensed money-lender shall keep such books and
records as will enable the licensing official to ascertain and determine the fact
that the provisions of this act are observed. Every money-lender shall preserve
the records of final entry used in such business, including cards used in the
card system, if any, for a period of at least two years after the making of any
loan recorded therein. The licensing official may approve, as to the legality of
their provisions, the forms of application for loan, note, chattel mortgage,
assignment of wages or pass book, used by money-lenders in connection with
loans made under this act.
(a). (Books, papers and securities to be kept in office; not removed or
destroyed.) All books, papers, records used and notes or securities taken in
connection with the loan business of licensed money-lenders shall be kept in
the office of such licensee, at the 'licensed address thereof, and shall not be
removed therefrom, or destroyed, except as provided in this section.
(b). (Misdemeanor to make false entries in any books, papers, etc., con-
cerning a small loan.) It shall be unlawful for any licensee, or any agent, em-
ployee or representative thereof, to make any false entry in any book, paper,
record, or statement in connection with the payment of any sum of money lent
or repaid, or the charges therefor and the dates thereof, and any person, upon
conviction thereof, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and punished by a fine not
exceeding fifty ($50) dollars, in the discretion of a court of criminal jurisdiction.
Section 20. (False or deceptive advertisements and circulars prohibited.)
It shall be unlawful for any licensed money-lender or other person engaged in
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the business described in section one (1), to print, publish, or distribute, or
cause to be printed, published or distributed in any manner whatsoever, any
written or printed advertisement or circular containing any material statement
which is false or deceptive, with regard to the bona fide charges, or conditions
respecting the terms upon which such loans or transactions are to be made.
(a). (Each money-lender required to print his name in each advertisement
or circular issued; what iducements forbidden.) If any money-lender shall
print, publish or distribute, or cause to be printed, published or distributed, in
any manner whatsoever, any written or printed advertisement, or circular to
which the name and address of such licensee is not attached; or if any adver-
tisement is published for, or circular issued by any licensee in which the terms
of charges for loans are described as "low rates," "cheap money," or terms of
like effect, or shall therein offer any gift, premium, or free use of money for a
preliminary period, as an inducement to borrowers, the licensing official, upon
receipt of knowledge of same, shall notify such money-lender to desist there-
from, and upon a subsequent violation of this sub-section coming to the atten-
tion of the licensing official, he may proceed upon such complaint under section
12 of this act.
Section 21. (Debt limited to $300 principal.) No person shall owe any
money-lender, licensed at any address, riiore than three hundred ($300) dollars
for principal at one time, at the charges authorized by this act, in excess of the
then general legal or contract interest rate.
Section 22. (Forfeiture of usurious. small loans; tsurious debt not to be
eiforced.) Upon complaint, or defense, of any borrower of a small loan that
a money-lender, whether licensed under this act, or otherwise, has charged or
received usury, in connection with such small loan, such debt shall be de-
clared forfeited and shall not be collectible by such lender or his assignee, if
such complaint or defense of usury shall be sustained, nor shall such debt be
enforced by any court of law or equity, or by any justice of the peace in this
state, such enforcement being hereby declared to be against public policy.
Section 23. (Charges for loans on government, state and nmnicipal bonds
forbidden.) No licensed money-lender shall take a higher rate of interest or
charges than the general legal or contract interest rate of this state, when the
collateral security for such loan includes any bond or other debt or loan
obligation of the United States Government, or of any State of the Union, or
of any municipal body politic of this state.
(a). (Charges limited when real estate security taken.) No licensed
money-lender shall take a higher rate of interest or charges than the general
legal or contract interest rate of this state, when security for such loan includes
any mortgage or conveyance of real estate, or any interest therein.
PART IV
Section 24. (Industrial lenders plan: maximtm charges on small loans by
licensees.) It shall be lawful for any licensed money-lender hereunder to make
loans to any person at a rate not exceeding three and one-half (3170) per
centum per calendar month, inclusive of all charges incident to the making of
such loan; provided, same is made upon a plan whereby (1) that each bor-
rower shall have the privilege of repayment in approximately equkl weekly or
monthly installments of principal as agreed, but during not less than five (5)
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months or more than twenty (20) months; (2) that every borrower shall have
the right to anticipate payments on principal in advance of agreed dates and
terminate further charges on such sums paid; (3) that all borrowers are
required to execute written evidence of such loan stating the terms thereof;
(4) that no licensee hereunder shall charge any fine for default in prompt
payment of any installment of any loan; that charges for the making and use
of any loan hereunder shall be computed upon the unpaid balances of prin-
cipal, for the actual time due and the charges authorized by this section shall
not be payable in advance, or compounded; provided further, that if greater
aggregate charges shall be collected or received under this section, on any loan,
than the maximum charges authorized hereby, such loans shall be usurious.
(a). (What charges prohibited and what may be reimbursed.) No money-
lender shall be authorized to charge or receive any additional sum for prepar-
ing any loan application, for investigating the credit of any applicant or his
guarantor, for appraising any chattels offered as security, for examining public
records of judgments, chattel liens or encumbrances, or otherwise for services,
expenses, brokerage or fines, whether a loan is granted or not; but this shall
not forbid reimbursement of the lawful fees, if any, actually, and necessarily
paid out by the licensee to any public officer, for filing, or recording in any
public office, or for acknowledging any instrument securing the loan.
Section 25. (Morris Company's plan; alternate charges authorized, in lien
of Section 24, for loans by incorporated companies made upon a certain plan
of weekly payments, subscription for and plan of certificates of indebtedness
and certain fines for delinquency and charges for investigation, services and
expenses.) In lieu of the maximum charges for compensation, reimbursement
of expenses and contribution to losses, allowed licensed money-lenders under
section 24, it shall also be lawful for any incorporated domestic companies
licensed hereunder to make loans at a rate not exceeding the general or con-
ventional legal interest rateoper annum of this state and deduct such interest
for not exceeding one year at the time of making such loan, provided same is
made upon a plan whereby (1) the borrower is required to subscribe to certifi-
cates of indebtedness of such incorporated licensee, equal in amount to the
sum borrowed and to pay therefor in uniform weekly installments foir not less
than fifty (50) weeks; (2) that such certificate be pledged to the licensee as
additional security for such loan, upon the understanding that when fully paid
up, the withdrawal value will be applied to cancel such loan indebtedness; (3)
that such licensee shall have the privilege of charging a fine for default in
prompt weekly payment upon any such certificate of indebtedness, not exceeding
five (5) cents per hundred (100) dollars of par or maturity value thereof as
an offset, in the form of liquidated damages, for loss of earning power through
such failure to make prompt payment of any installment as agreed, but such
fines shall not be cumulative for more than five (5) weekly charges; (4) that a
charge for every loan pursuant to the plan under this section may be made
of one (1) dollar for every fifty ($50) dollars lent, or fraction thereof, for
expenses, including any examination or investigation of the character and cir-
cumstances of the borrower, co-maker or surety, and.the drawing and taking
the acknowledgment of necessary papers, or other expenses incurred in making
the loan; but no charge shall be collected unless a loan shall have been made
as the result of such examination or investigation; (5) that in every such loan
transaction by such licensee making loans upon the plan herein outlined, the
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borrower will be required to furnish one or more co-makers or sureties on his
note; and provided further that such incorporated licensee shall keep a separate
record of all of its loans for not exceeding three hundred ($300) dollars to any
person, upon the aforesaid plan; provided further, that if greater aggregate
charges shall be collected, or received, under this section, on any loan, than the
maximum authorized by section 22, such loan shall be usurious.
Section 26. (Credit union plan; alternate charges authorized' in lieu of
section 24, for loans by credit unions, incorporated for the purpose of promot-
ing thrift among their members and of making loans to their members, with
or without security; plan defined.) In lieu of the maximum charges for com-
pensation, reimbursement of expenses and contribution to losses, allowed licensed
money-lenders under section 24, it shall also be lawful for any credit union,
organized as an incorporated domestic mutual association, if licensed under
this act, to make small loans of money to its members upon such terms and
conditions as its by-laws shall provide, at a rate of charges not exceeding one
(1%) per centum per month, inclusive of all charges incident to the making of
such loan; provided, same is made upon a plan whereby (1) all members are
required to subscribe to shares of such credit union, equal in amount to the
maturity or paid-up par value of the shares therein advanced or lent to the
member and pledged to the credit union; (2) that each member, whether bor-
rower or otherwise, shall pay for the shares subscribed in weekly installments
in not more than two years; (3) that for any loan, such shares be pledged to
the credit union as additional security upon the understanding. that when fully
paid up, the value will be applied to cancel such loan indebtedness; (4) that
such credit union shall have the privilege of charging a fine for default in
prompt weekly payment upon such shares, of not exceeding five (5) cents per
fifty ($50) dollars of par or maturity value thereof, as an offset in the form
of liquidated damages for the loss of earning power through such failure to
make prompt payment of any installment as agreed, but such fines shall not be
cumulative for more than five (5) weekly charges; (5) that a reasonable
charge may be made to subscribers for an entrance fee for shares subscribed
and also for the transfer of same; (6) that a charge for every loan pursuant
to the plan under this section, may be made, of fifty (50) cents for every fifty
($50) dollars lent, or fraction thereof, for expenses, including any examination
or investigation of the character and circumstances of the borrower, co-maker
or surety, and withdawing and taking of necessary papers, or other expenses
incurred in making the loan; but no charge shall be collected unless a loan shall
have been made as the result of such examination or investigation. Provided
further, that if greater aggregate charges shall be collected or received under
this section, on any loan, than the maximum authorized by section 24, such loan
shall be usurious.
PART V
Section 27. Every licensed money-lender under this act shall:
(a). (Each obligation to state amount and terms of loan.) State in every
note, chattel mortgage, assignment of wages, or other evidence of indebtedness,
the late of its execution, the amount of money actually lent, the charges to be
paid for compensation, expenses and losses and the dates and amounts of
repayment agreed upon.
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(b). (Statement of loan to be delivered borrower; what particulars to
contain.) Deliver to the borrower, at the time a loan is made, a pass book, or
card stating in the English language in clear and distinct terms the date, amount
and compensation for interest, fees, expenses and losses for the loan and dates
and amounts of repayment agreed upon, the nature of the security given, if
any; also the names and addresses of both borrower and licensed money-lender.
On the back of such pass book, or card, there shall be printed in English a
copy of section 22 of this act, in type not smaller than eight (8) point.
(c). (Receipts for payments as made.) At the time each payment is
made, enter in such pass book, or card, and return it to the borrower, or give
a plain and' complete receipt for every payment, with date, on account of any
such loan.
(d). (Borrower may obtain copy of any note or security.) Deliver to any
borrower promptly upon his or her demand therefor, a copy of any note or
security piece taken in connection with a loan to such borrower.
(e). (Upon repayment all obligations to be cancelled and surrendered with
security pledged; mortgage to be satisfied.) Upon repayment of any loan in
full, mark indelibly every obligation signed by the borrower with the word
"Paid" or "Cancelled," and satisfy any mortgage, cancel and return any note
and any assignment given as security and surrender any personal property if
pledged by the borrower. In event of collection by foreclosure, sale, assignment,
or otherwise, sale or foreclosure and satisfaction of the debt, shall be returned
to the borrower, or whomsoever is entitled to the same.
Section 28. (Restrictions of obligations and security to be taken; shall
contain no unfilled blanks.) No licensed money-lender shall take any confes-
sion of judgment, or any power of attorney to confess judgment, or sign any
debt obligation or collateral in behalf of the borrowers. No licensee shall take
any note, promise to pay, security piece, or any instrument in which blanks are
left which may be filled after execution.
Section 29. (Both husband and wife must sign chattel mortgage, if on
household furniture in use.) No licensee shall take any chattel mortgage, or
other encumbrance on household furniture, "then in the use and possession of
any borrower, if mairied, unless his or her spouse shall be a party to such
conveyance, or assent thereto in writing to be indorsed or annexed thereto;
provided, that if the borrower and his or her spouse have been living separate
and apart for a period of at least five months prior thereto, it shall not be
necessary for such spouse to join any borrower in the execution of any encum-
brance as aforesaid, or assent thereto.
(a). (What articles of furniture, utensils, clothing, etc., in use, shall not
be mortgaged.) No such chattel mortgage, or other encumbrance, shall be
taken upon any kitchen utensils, chinaware, glassware, cutlery, food, bed-clothes,
.bedding, curtains, clothing and other family wearing apparel in the use and
possession of any borrower, or member of his or her family.
Section 30. (Sale may be made under power in. chattel mortgage; license
bond liable; report of sale to licensing official.) Should any chattel mortgage
taken by any licensee, be in default, if it contains power of sale, such sale may
be made upon such notice, manner and terms as therein agreed, without bill,
suit, or foreclosure proceedings in a court of equity or law; and the license
bond shall be liable for the proceedings and funds in the premises. A report
of such sale of chattels shall be filed with the licensing official, within fifteen (15)
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days thereafter, and a copy thereof kept on file in the office of the licensee, for
one year thereafter, which shall be available for inspection during business
hours by any person pecuniarily interested therein.
PART VI
Section 31. (Restrictions of assignments of pay for services; power of
attorney forbidden; when written assent of wife required.) Any assignment of,
or order for, the payment of any salary, wages, commissions, or other com-
pensation for services, earned or to be earned, given to a licensed money-lender,
as security or collateral for a small loan mdde under this act, shall be valid if
such loan is contracted, or renewed, simultaneously with its execution and if in
writing signed in person by the assignor, and not by attorney. Every such as-
signment when made by a married person, shall require the written assent of
his or her spouse indorsed or attached thereto; provided, that written assent of
a spouse shall not be required when husband and wife have been living sep-
arate and apart for a period of at least five months prior to such assignment.
Chapter .................... , Laws of 19...., concerning assignments of wages,
shall not apply to assignments made under this act.
Section 32. (Assignment of pay or services restricted to 10% of amount
as due; regulations; notice to employer.) Every such assignment of, or order for
the payment of salary, wages, commissions, or other compensation for services,
earned, or to be earned in the future, given as security or collateral for a loan
under this act, shall be valid if for ten per centum (10%) or less, of the as-
signor's salary, wages or other compensation for services, under any existing
or future employment, during forty months from date such assignment becomes
effective, which proportion shall be collectible by the licensed money-lender
from the employer of such assigning borrower, at the time each *such payment
for services shall become due, from the time that a copy thereof, verified by
the oath of the licensed money-lender, or his agent, together with a verified
statement of the amount unpaid upon such loan is served upon the employer,
who may demand to have the original of such assignment exhibited to him at
the time such copy is served. Any borrower, as assignor may agree, as attorney
in fact, to collect his whole salary, wages, commissions or other compensation
for services, as same shall become due and be collected by him, and to pay
over to the licensed assignee ten (10) per centum thereof, or less, if previously
agreed, until the loan or debt shall have been repaid.
(a). (Limitation of equitable lien on earnings from future employers.)
Any borrower may also give an equitable lien upon ten (10) per cent of his
after acquired earnings from salary, wages, or other gainful employment, as
same shall become due from any future employer, during not exceeding forty
months next thereafter and may agree to execute a formal assignment therefor,
if demanded by a licensed lender, after such new contract for employment
becomes effective; provided such loan with interest shall not then have been
repaid.
PART VII
Section 33. (Penalties for violation of sections 1, 16, 20, 24, 25 or 26, and
sub-sections; fine and imprisonment; exception.) Any money-lender who shall
violate any of the provisions of sections 1, 16, 20, or 24 and its sub-section,
25 or 26 of this act, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
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thereof shall be punishable by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars
($500), or by imprisonment for not more than six months, or by both such
fine and imprisonment in the discretion of a court having criminal jurisdiction.
Any person, agent, manager, clerk, or other employee, or officer of the lending
principal who knowingly participates in any violation of said sections of this
act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and punishable in like manner. Provided,
that no unlicensed money-lender or his agents or employees, shall be criminally
liable for violation of this act unless the charge made for such small loan
complained of, is in excess of twelve per cent (12%) per annum.
Section 34. (Premises occupied by unlicensed money-lender declared dis-
orderly house and public nuisance.) Every building and any premises and any
part of either building or premises found to be occupied by an unlicensed
money-lender is hereby declared to be a disorderly house and a public nuisance.
(a). (When unlawful to permit occupancy or premises by unlicensed
money-lender; violation a misdemeanor; fine.) It shall be unlawful for any
owner, agent, lessor or trustee to lease, rent, contract for letting, or by any
other means, permit any use or occupation of any building, or premises, or any
part thereof, knowing, or with good reason to know, that it is habitually used,
or occupied by an unlicensed money-lender, as a place of business, and upon
conviction such owner, agent, lessor, or trustee, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
punishable by a fine, in the discretion of a court of criminal jurisdiction, but
not exceeding fifty ($50) dollars.
(b). (When lease of premises by unlicensed money-lender void; how pos-
session regained.) Any lease, contract, agreement or understanding which
authorizes or permits the use or occupation of any building, or premises, or
any part thereof, by an unlicensed money-lender, subject to this act, shall be-
come void and of no effect, at the election of the owner, agent, lessor, or trustee,
who shall be entitled to recover possession of said premises by summary pro-
ceedings in the manner provided by law applicable to tenants whose terms
have expired.
Section 35. (Citation of money-lenders' act, or short title; to whom
applicable.) This act may be cited as.the "Licensed Money-Lenders' Act" and
shall be applicable to all money-lenders defined in section 1 and to such other
persons as shall subject themselves to the special provisions thereof, or who
shall, by violating any of its provisions, become subject to the penalties pro-
vided in this act.
(a). (How act is to be interpreted; uniformity ith other states.) This
act shall be so interpreted and construed by the courts as to effectuate its
general remedial purpose and to make uniform the laws of those states which
enact it.
Section 36. (What act repealed; what general acts shall not apply to
licensees.) This act shall repeal Chapter ............... of the acts of 191....,
concerning ..................................................................
...... •...... ......... . ..... ....... ........ ,oo... ....... °..., ........... . .. o.
This act shall supersede all general laws, and parts of laws, relating to regula-
tion of and occupational licenses for money-lenders, usury, assignments of
wages, chattel mortgages, duties of certain public officials and courts, as to
their application to money-lenders under this act.-From Clarence Hodson,
Director of the Legal Reform Bureau to Eliminate the Loan Shark Evil, 26
Cortlandt Street, New York City.
PSYCHIATRY AND SOCIOLOGY
To Create a Department of Psychiatry and Sociology at the State
Prison in San Quentin, Cal.-
An act creating the department of psychiatry and sociology at the state peni-
tentiary at San Quentin; providing for its organization; defining its
powers and duties, and the powers and duties of its members; and making
an appropriation to carry out the provisions hereof.
The people of the State of California do enact as follows:
SEcTION 1. There is hereby created a department of psychiatry and
sociology at the state penitentiary located at San Quentin.
SEC. 2. Within ten days after this act goes into effect, the governor shall
appoint a psychiatrist, a psychologist and a sociologist. The psychiatrist shall
be the chief executive of the department of psychiatry and sociology, and
shall have had training for at least one year in one of the state hospitals for
the insane. Each member shall be appointed to hold office for a term of four
years. The governor shall fill all vacancies created in said department by
the appointment of the same kind of specialist as was his predecessor.
SEC. 3. It shall be the duty of the board of prison directors to make and
adopt such rules as are -necessary for the conduct of the business of the de-
partment of psychiatry and sociology; to provide equipment for said department
with necessary furniture, fixtures, apparatus, appurtenances, appliances and
materials for the proper conduct of said department.
SEC. 4. It shall be the duty of the members of said department to con-
duct an examination and investigation of the case of every person committed
to the state penitentiary at San Quentin.
SEC. 5. It shall be their duty to define from a psychiatric, psychological
and sociological standpoint, the type of problem presented in each case; to
make a scientific analysis of the various causative factors operative in each
case; to outline the most promising plan of treatment for meeting at the same
time, the needs of social security and the individual prisoner's reclamation; to
bring to the attention of the prison directors anil the warden of the state peni-
tentiary at San Quentin the method of treatment proposed in each individual
case.
SEC. 6. It shall be the duty of the members of said department to make
an annual report to the governor and prison directors, such report to include
the plan of treatment suggested, the treatment given, and the result accom-
plished.
SEc. 7. Suitable offices for the proper conduct of the department shall be
provided by the warden of the state penitentiary at San Quentin.
SEc. 8. The psychiatrist of said department shall receive a salary of five
thousand dollars per annum; the psychologist and the sociologist shall each
receive a salary of two thousand. four hundred dollars per annum.
SEC. 9. There is hereby appropriated out of any money in the state
treasury not otherwise expended, the sum of thirty thousand dollars, or so
much thereof as may be necessary, to be used by said department in furnishing,
equipping and maintaining the same in accordance with the provisions of this
act, and for the payment of the salaries herein provided for, for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1920, and the fiscal year ending June 30, 1921.
CRIMINAL RECORDS
SEc. 10. The state controller is hereby directed to draw warrants in favor
of the said department at such times and in such amounts as shall be approved
by the state board of control, and the state treasurer is hereby directed to
pay the same.-Introduced by Mrs. Saylor, Jan. 22, 1919. Referred to the
Committee on Prisons and Reformation. Assembly Bill No. 489, A. V.
For Criminal Records in Illinois.-The Chicago Crime Commission,.or-
ganized under the auspices of the Chicago Association of Commerce, is at-
tempting to secure an adequate system of criminal records for Illinois. To
that end it has had a bill introduced in the state legislature to amend "An
Act in relation to the civil administration of the state government, and to
repeal certain acts therein named," approved March 7, 1917, in force July 1,
1917, by providing for a State Custodian of Criminal Records and Informa-
tion in the Department of Public Welfare, and by prescribing his powers and
duties. (Since this matter was put into type the bill has been considerably
altered and reported out favorably by the committees of the Senate and the
House respectively, and passed by the Senate. It is known as S. B. 475 and
H. B. 675. In our next number we will publish the modified draft-ED.)
Below is the amendment as it relates to the powers and duties of the
custodian:
Sec. 53a. The custodian of criminal records and information shall have
power, and it shall be his duty:
1. To gather, keep, receive and preserve in permanent books and records
provided for that purpose, reports, data and information of and concerning com-
plaints of felonies and misdemeanors committed or suspected, the name or
names of the party or parties suspected, if known, or a personal description of
such suspect, together with the name and address Af the complainant or
informant; the date upon which and the place where the alleged offense was
committed; the department or officer to whom the same was referred for
investigation and its or 'his action thereon; the date of arrest, if any, and the
court and the branch thereof taking jurisdiction of the complaint and -the
action taken by the court thefeon; the action of the grand jury, if any, upon
such complaint and the date thereof; the amount of bond fixed, the date of
furnishing same, and the names and addresses of the sureties thereon; the
judgment and sentence of the court in cases of indictment and information
and the date of suing out a writ of error, if any; the action of the appellate
or supreme court; the date of confinement in the jail, penitentiary, or such
institution as the defendant is committed to; the length of time actually
served there; date of parole, pardon or discharge and reasons therefor, except
where discharged on account of expiration of time fixed in sentence of court;
the amount of fine, if any, imposed and date of payment or satisfaction
thereof; in case of forfeiture or bail for non-appearance, or other reason,
date of collection of amount of bond, and of beginning suit upon such bond,
name of court in which begun and action df court thereon; if no suit upon
such bond is instituted or settlement of liability thereon made the reasons
for not taking necessary action to collect; action of the court in cases of non-
appearance as to issuing process for apprehension of fugitive, name .of officer
to whom process given for service, with date thereof and action taken by such
officer. He shall also keep an additional and separate record containing the
names and addresses of sureties on bonds furnished in cases of felonies and
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misdemeanors, with the names of the principals, the amount of the bond, the
title of the case in which furnished, and the court where pending and informa-
tion as to whether such bond is still in force.
2. It shall be the duty of the sheriff of each county of the state, the chief
officer of the police departments of the several cities of the state, and the
police officers or constables of the several towns and villages of the state, to
report to the custodian of criminal records and information daily all com-
plaints made to them or any of them or their respective departments of
felonies or misdemeanors committed or claimed to have been committed;
giving also in such reports the information or so much thereof as is in their
possession described in the preceding paragraph.
3. It shall be the duty of the coroner in each county to report daily to the
custodian of criminal records and information all deaths by violence or undue
means reported to him, with the name and address, if practicable, of the in-
formant, and to report daily the results of inquests held and the verdict of
the coroner's jury thereon, together with the names and addresses of the
witnesses, if any; name or names of person or persons suspected or accused
of being guilty of or implicated in any homicide by violence or undue means,
and whether the facts have been reported to the sheriff, the police department
or the state's attorney, and the recommendation, if any, made by the coroner
to the sheriff, police department or state's attorney.
4. It shall be the duty of the clerk of the municipal court of Chicago, the
clerk of the criminal court of Cook County, and the clerks of the courts in
counties other than Cook County having jurisdiction of criminal offenses to
report in writing to the custodian of criminal records and information as and
when action is taken in such courts, such of the information, when available,
as is in their possession, as is described and referred to in paragraph one
of this section; said clerks shall promptly report the names of the accused
and the offenses charged in all indictments returned by the grand juries of
the several counties at the time when the same are filed in court and the
names of the accused and the offenses charged in informations filed by the
state's attorneys of the several counties promptly upon the same being filed
in court.
5. It shall be the duty of the superintendent of prisons, superintendents
or keepers of all institutions in this state used in whole or in part for the
confinement of persons accused or convicted of felonies and misdemeanors to
report daily in writing to the custodian of criminal records and information
the names of persons confined and the dates upon which such confinement com-
menced of all persons committed to such places of confinement for or on
account of the commission of any felony or misdemeanor; the date of parole,
pardon or discharge and the reasons for such discharge, except where dis-
charged on account of expiration of time fixed in the sentence of the court;
and the length of time actually served by each prisoner.
6. It shall be the duty of the superintendent of pardons and paroles to
report to the custodian of criminal records and information at least ten days
prior to each sitting of the board at which application for pardon or parole are
to be considered the name of each prisoner whose application is to be con-
sidered, together with a description of the offense for which he has been
confined and the name or names, if any, and addresses, of the witnesses to
be examined in support of such application, ind the name or names of such
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persons, if any, as have endorsed or approved such application, and also copies
or the substance of any documents, letters or written or printed matter in-
tended to be used in support of such application. It shall further be his duty
to report within ten days after any recommendation has been made concern-
ing the discharge, parole or further confinement of such prisoner the nature
of such recommendations and the reasons therefor.
7. The records of the custodian of criminal records and information shall
be open to the public for inspection at all reasonable times during regular
business hours, except that the name and address of informants or complain-
ants may be kept in a separate record -not open to public inspection, and ex-
cepting that the names of the persons accused or suspected, or under investiga-
tion on account of complicity in, the commission of reported felonies and mis-
demeanors shall not in advance of apprehension or being taken into custody be
placed upon such public records, and such names and addresses pending the
apprehension of said person or persons shall not be open te public inspection.
8. Upon the request of any judge of any court of record in this state
or of any state's attorney of any county or of the attorney general of the
state, it shall be the duty of the custodian of criminal records and information
to furnish a transcript of the records of his office pertaining to any person or
persons concerning whom he has any record. The expense of furnishing such
transcript shall be borne by the state. Where authenticated transcripts of such
records are furnished to other than the officials named in this paragraph the
same shall be charged for on the same basis as charges are made by clerks of
courts of record in this state for certified copies of papers and pleadings.
9. For willful failure or refusal to furnish the information, or any part
thereof, herein required to be reported to the custodian of criminal records and
information, a writ of mandamus may be awarded, directed to any officer re-
quired by this Act to furnish such information, which writ of mandamus shall
be awarded by any court of competent jurisdiction of the county where said
officer resides or has his office, upon the application of or on behalf of said
custodian of criminal records and information, which writ shall direct said
officer forthwith to report said information to the custodian of criminal
records and information.
10. The custodian of criminal records and information is hereby author-
ized to provide and furnish to the several officers and departments printed
forms to be made by them'as required hereby, and it shall be the duty of such
officers and departments in making their reports to use such forms.
11. Any person charged with the performance of any duty hereunder who
shall knowingly and wilfully fail to perform such duty, and any person who
shall knowingly and wilfully fail to make the reports herein required to be
made by him, without valid excuse therefor, or shall knowingly and wilfully
rebort false information to the custodian of criminal records and information,
or shall knowingly and wilfully alter and falsify any of the records of said
custodian of criminal records and information, in any material respect, or shall
knowingly and wilfully prevent or obstruct or attempt to prevent or obstruct
the custodian of criminal records and information, in securing and gathering
any of the information hereby required to be furnished, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor and shall be punished by a fine not exceeding one thousand dol-




State Conference of Magistrates.-The state of New York is unique
in possessing an active association of the judges of the so-called inferior
courts, codrts handling misdemeanants, domestic relations and children's cases.
This association was established upon the suggestion of the State Probation
Commission ten years ago, the secretary of the commission acting as secre-
tary of the Magistrates' Association. A conference has been held each year
in various cities of the state and the association has been increasingly active
through its various committees.
The Tenth Annual Conference just held at Binghamton was attended by
about fifty magistrates, representing the courts of nearly as many cities and
villages. The varied social interests of these courts were reflected in the
topics discussed. Some of these were as follows: "The Motor Vehicle Traffic
Problem"; "The Suppression of the Drug Evil"; "Illiteracy and its Relation
to the Criminal Courts"; "The Relation of the Court to the Prevention and
Treatment of Venereal Diseases"; "Developments and Needs in the Field of
Mental Hygiene"; "Americanization Through the Magistrates' Courts"'
A very interesting report on the drug evil was presented by Justice Cor-
nelius F. Collins of the Court of Special Sessions. The continuance of New
York State's commission to regulate the sale of narcotic drugs was urged, and
a stricter enforcement of the provisions of the drug law.
W. C. Smith, Supervisor of Immigrant Education of the State Education
Department told of the remarkable progress being made in this state under the
law enacted last year, providing for compulsory attendance in day or night
schools of all under twenty-one who cannot read or write the English language.
The work of the department has been in the highest degree co-operative. It
has supported schools and established classes for foreigners in connection with
both public and private schools, settlements and other organizations. It has
established several training courses for teachers who are to teach illiterate
immigrants, instructing these teachers not alone in methods of calculating a
knowledge of our language, but also how to helpfully influence the foreigner
and develop within him loyalty to American ideals.
Miss Kate Holladay Claghorn opened the discussion on "Americanization
Through the Magistrates' Courts." It was shown that throughout courts the
immigrant often first comes in contact with law and, order. Much depends
upon this first contact; if it is helpful and educative the immigrant and per-
haps his whole family are helped toward good citizenship; if, on the other
hand, it is harsh and arbitrary he understands it not, is embittered and
turned to criminal ways.
Dr. Joseph F. Lawrence of the State Department of Health discussed the
venereal disease problem and a campaign of the United States government
and this state towards its repression. Not a medical problem alone, but
chiefly, perhaps, a moral problem, it is one in which the courts must func-
tion. This is clearly shown by the legislation enacted in New York State
within the last few years to suppress advertisements of fake doctors, to re-
quire physicians to report venereal disease cases, and last, but most important,
compulsory medical examination by boards of health of all convicted prosti-
tutes. These laws depend for their successful execution upon the enlightened
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attitude of the courts. The keen interest of the judges in this problem is very
promising.
The judges are deeply interested in the developments already made and
contemplated for the examination and treatment of the feeble-minded. These
were discussed by Everett S. Elwood, Secretary of the State Hospital Com-
mission. The association passed a resolution recommending a law by which
any magistrate might commit to a hospital for ten days for observation and
examination any person suspected of feeble-mindedness.
Other resolutions passed by the association were those approving the
amendment now pending in the legislature to grant equity jurisdiction to chil-
dren's and domestic relations courts; approving a bill introduced by the State
Probation Commission providing for the appointment of one or more salaried
county probation officers in every county; urging enlargement of the institu-
tions for juvenile delinquents; commending the State Department of Health
for its campaign against venereal diseases and pledging co-operation.
Frederic Kernochan, Chief Justice of the New York City Court of Special
Sessions was elected president for the ensuing year. Charles L. Chute, Secre-
tary of the State Probation Commission was re-elected secretary.-Charles L.
Chute, Secy., State Probation Commission, Albany, N. Y.
MISCELLANEOUS
Standardization of Prison Structure.-The National Committee on
Prisons and Prison Labor is about to establish a sub-committee on Structural
Code and Type Standardization. It was proposed by Mr. Pilcher, the New
York State Architect, and adopted at the annual meeting of the National
Committee, and plans are now under way for its organization. It is hoped that
the findings of this committee will make a very definite contribution on the
subject of prison construction, on which there is a dearth of scientific infor-
mation.-Julia K Jaffray, Secretary.
Uniform Statistics in Institutions for Mental Diseases.-The following
is from the preface to a pamphlet sent out by the American Medico-Psycholog-
ical Association and the National Committee on Mental Hygiene, which con-
tains a detailed outline for statistics from hospitals for mental diseases:
"The American Medico-Psychological Association, at its meeting held in
New York in May, 1917, adopted the report of its Committee on Statistics
which provided for a system of uniform statistics in institutions for mental
diseases, and appointed a standing Committee on Statistics to promote the
introduction of the system throughout the country. This committee met in
New York on February 7, 1918, and in co-operaion with the National Committee
for Mental Hygiene outlined a plan of procedure.
"The National Committee has established a Bureau of Uniform Statistics
and has received a special gift to defray the initial expenses of the work of
collecting statistics from institutions for the insane. As close relationships
have always existed between the American Medico-Psychological Association
and the National Committee, it was thought wise for the Committee on Sta-
tistics to become an advisory committee to the Bureau of Uniform Statistics
of the National Committee and to have the work of introducing the new system
and of collecting statistics from the institutions carried out by the Bureau.
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"In accordance with this arrangement the Bureau, with the assistance of
the Committee on Statistics of the American Medico-Psychological Association,
has prepared a manual to assist the institutions in compiling their annual sta-
tistics and has printed a series of forms to be used in preparing statistical re-
ports. The manual and duplicate forms will be furnished free to all co-operat-
ing institutions, and it is earnestly hoped that they will be generally adopted, so
that a national system of statistics of mental diseases may become an actuality.
"It is recommended that the standardized tables be used in the annual
reports of the institutions so far as possible and that a duplicate copy of the
tables be sent to the Bureau of Uniform Statistics of the National Committee
for Mental Hygiene as soon as possible after the end of the fiscal year of the
institution."
The pamphlet, which contains the report complete, may be secured by
addressing the National Committee on Mental Hygiene, 50 Union Square, New
York City.
The Case of "Spike" O'Donnell.-The first concrete case called to the
attention of the commission was .that of Edward ("Spike") O'Donnell, impli-
cated in the robbery of the Stockmen's Trust and Savings Bank, 5425 South
Halsted Street.
A true bill was returned against O'Donnell, December 28, 1917, in which he
was charged with robbery. He was admitted to bail in the sum of $25,000.
As an evidence of the law's delay, a brief chronological history of the
case may be interesting.
January 8, 1918-On motion of the defendant, the case was continued until
February 5.
February 5, 1918-The defendant entered a plea of Not Guilty and the
case was continued until March 5.
March 5, 1918-A motion for separate trial was entered and withdrawn.
The trial lasted until March 23. The jury returned a verdict of guilty of receiv-
ing stolen property amounting to $1,765, and recommended leniency. A motion
for a new trial was entered and argument set for April 25.
April 25, 1918-A motion for a new trial was over-ruled and exception taken
by defendant's attorney. O'Donnell was sentenced to the penitentiary and a
mittimus was issued as of date April 1, 1918. A motion was made by the
defendant's attorney to vacate the order. This was continued to May 7.
May 7, 1918-The case was continued to May 14.
May 14, 1918-The motion to vacate was denied and the case continued
until May 17.
May 17, 1918-The court allowed additional time of 15 days to file a bill
of exceptions.
June 10, 1918-The court allowed an extension of time to file bill of excep-
tions to June 17.
June 17, 1918-From June 17 to December 18 nothing appears in the record
in the office of the clerk of the Criminal Court.
December 18, 1918-Record shows a motion to vacate the order to stay the
mittimus and extends time to January 7.
January 7, 1919-Time extended to January 14.
January 14, 1919-Time extended to January 31.
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There is nothing in the records of the Criminal Court clerk's office between
January 31 and February 3.
February 3, 1919-The defendant was surrendered in open court.
February 4, 1919-The defendant was remanded to the custody of the
Sheriff of Cook County.
February 11, 1919-The defendant in the custody of the sheriff was taken
to the state penitentiary at Joliet, Illinois, and delivered to the warden of that
institution, to begin the service of his sentence.
It is rumored that efforts will be made at once to obtain the release of
O'Donnell at the earliest possible date. It is understood that powerful influ-
ences are at work to effect this through political and other influences. O'Don-
nell's friends are quite confident that his stay at Joliet will be short. It remains
to be seen whether the machinations of the friends of this convict will be
successful.-From Bulletin No. 1 of the Chicago Crime Commission.
